The development of novel techniques is critical for maintaining a state-of-the-art core competency in atomic physics and readiness for evolving programmatic needs. We have carried out a three-year effort to develop novel spectroscopic instrumentation that added new dimensions to our capabilities for measuring energy levels, radiative transition probabilities, and electron-ion excitation processes. The new capabilities created were in areas that heretofore had been inaccessible to scientific scrutiny and included high-resolution spectroscopy of hard x rays, femtosecond lifetime measurements, measurements of transition probabilities of long-lived metastable levels, polarization spectroscopy, ultra-precise determinations of energy levels, and the establishment of absolute wavelength standards in x-ray spectroscopy. Instrumentation developed during the period included a transmissiontype crystal spectrometer, a flat-field EUV spectrometer, and the development and deployment of absolutely calibrated monolithic crystals. The new capabilities enabled very sensitive tests of atomic wave functions, of calculations of magnetic sublevel populations, and of fundamental theories in uncharted regimes, and provided the basis for developing new diagnostic techniques of high-density plasmas.
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Abstract:
The development of novel techniques is critical for maintaining a state-of-the-art core competency in atomic physics and readiness for evolving programmatic needs. We have carried out a three-year effort to develop novel spectroscopic instrumentation that added new dimensions to our capabilities for measuring energy levels, radiative transition probabilities, and electron-ion excitation processes. The new capabilities created were in areas that heretofore had been inaccessible to scientific scrutiny and included high-resolution spectroscopy of hard x rays, femtosecond lifetime measurements, measurements of transition probabilities of long-lived metastable levels, polarization spectroscopy, ultra-precise determinations of energy levels, and the establishment of absolute wavelength standards in x-ray spectroscopy. Instrumentation developed during the period included a transmissiontype crystal spectrometer, a flat-field EUV spectrometer, and the development and deployment of absolutely calibrated monolithic crystals. The new capabilities enabled very sensitive tests of atomic wave functions, of calculations of magnetic sublevel populations, and of fundamental theories in uncharted regimes, and provided the basis for developing new diagnostic techniques of high-density plasmas.
Introduction
The recent availability of sources of highly charged ions has opened the possibility of studying atomic properties in unprecedented detail. Spectroscopic exploitation of these new resources, however, is by no measure complete or mature, and many areas of atomic physics are not accessible to scientific scrutiny. This project was intended to create innovative capabilities and to explore novel approaches to push back the frontiers of experimental atomic physics and to fully exploit unexplored opportunities. The capabilities created extended to all spectroscopic observables, i.e., photon energy, time dependence, and line intensity, and thus have broadened all aspects our spectroscopic capabilities.
In order to succeed in our objectives, we systematically created new research tools tailored to Livermore's novel ion sources that enable entirely new classes of measurements. We built new state-of-the-art instrumentation and developed novel techniques to work smarter. The new instrumentation includes a transmission-type crystal spectrometer for measuring high-energy x rays (>20 keV) with high resolving power, a flat-field EUV spectrometer to access the 20-400 Å wavelength band, an absolutely calibrated crystal spectrometer based on monolithic crystals, a polarization-sensitive x-ray spectrometer, and an ultra-high resolution soft x-ray spectrometer.
Details of the new instrumentation and the scientific results obtained with each are given below. The results have been published in a large number of peer-reviewed publications. A list of these is given at the end.
New Instrumentation Developed and Deployed under this LDRD Project
High-resolution hard x-ray spectrometer Throughout the world, hard x rays with energies above about 15 keV have been measured only with low-resolution solid-state type detectors. In order to address this deficiency and to extend LLNL's high-resolution spectroscopic capabilities to x rays above 15 keV, we developed a high-energy spectrometer based on transmission-type optics. Such spectrometers are widely used in nuclear physics, but they have not been used in atomic physics measurements where the count rates are extremely low.
Despite count rate limitations, we successfully implemented a transmission-type crystal spectrometer. Initial count rates were only as high as 1 count per hour. This was subsequently increased by factors of 10-20. The spectrometer's utility was demonstrated in spectral measurements of the heliumlike Xe 52+ K-shell spectrum. All lines were clearly resolved in our spectrum validating the concept and its implementation. This is the very first time such high-energy lines (>30keV) have been resolved in a spectral measurement. We achieved a resolving power of 1200, which is far better than the resolving power of 80 achieved with high-purity germanium detectors that are usually used in atomic physics for the measurement of hard x rays. With the new capability we have now opened up the hard x-ray regime to experimental scrutiny. This is important given that NIF will be able to access such spectra and is expected to use them as diagnostics, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Indeed, the OMEGA laser has already achieved conditions where the K-shell spectrum of krypton can be produced putting that of xenon into close reach. Xe present measurement NOVA OMEGA N I F -r e l e v a n t r e g i o n Accessible with EBIT Fig. 1 . Energy of the K-shell emission lines for different elements. Presentday plasma sources, such as tokamaks, the NOVA and Omega lasers, and our Sun, have produced X-ray energies up to 15 keV from elements with atomic number as high as krypton (Z=36). NIF will push the K-shell X-ray emission to 35 keV and beyond. Instead of standard, reflection-type crystal spectrometers, transmission-type spectrometers will be needed to measure such hard X rays with high resolving power.
Tokamak
The first-ever such measurement has been successfully accomplished under this LDRD for xenon at an X-ray energy of 31 keV paving the way for similar measurements on NIF.
Ultra high-resolution soft x-ray spectroscopy The world standard for resolving power in the soft x-ray regime is about 3000 to 6000. The limits are mainly due to the ion motion that tends to smear out a given line. By tuning our ion source in novel ways, we produced ions which are almost motionless compared to other sources. This increased our spectroscopic resolving power to 18,800. To make use of such cold ions, we constructed a very high-resolution (64,000) x-ray spectrometer.
Using this method we were able to resolve the splitting of the 2s-2p x-ray line in lithiumlike Bi 80+ caused by the hyperfine interaction. The measurement also provided for the first time a test of electron-correlation contributions to the hyperfine splitting in a highly charged ion. Moreover, the measurement provided the most precise value of the Lamb shift in a highly charged ion to date. The Lamb shift was determined with an accuracy of 9 10 -4 , which is starting to approach the 6 10 -6 measurement accuracy achieved for the neutral hydrogen atom. For the first time, it was possible to show that QED calculations are incomplete. Discrepancies with state-of-the-art calculations ranging from two to six standard errors were found, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
Measurements of Ultrafast Radiative Lifetimes
Measurements of radiative transition probabilities are in their infancy compared to energy level determinations. Such measurements, however, are crucial for the development of accurate atomic calculations as they test theory in ways that energy-level measurements cannot provide, and they yield information on oscillator and absorption strengths important for line excitation processes, density diagnostics, radiation transfer, and opacity effects. Despite this glaring need only a limited number of radiative lifetimes have been measured world-wide and only in a limited range of lifetimes. Moreover, while energy levels have been measured with accuracies of up to a few parts per million, standard lifetime measurements are only accurate to within about 10 percent.
Using the ultra-high-resolution spectrometer developed above, we were able to make measurements of the line shape of the lines used as spectral diagnostics in laser fusion. The technique was demonstrated on the most prominent L-shell x-ray transition in neonlike cesium. As shown in Fig. 3 , the observed line shape is Lorentzian as determined by the natural lifetime of the upper level. Using the uncertainty principle, we inferred the upper level lifetime of the line from the width of the observed line. The value we got was in the femtosecond regime (1.65 fs). This is the fastest radiative lifetime of a transition in a highly charged ion ever measured in the world.
Measurements of Long-lived Radiative Lifetimes
We developed the techniques to record the temporal evolution of the spectral lines after excitation processes are stopped and thus to complement energy level measurements with measurements of radiative lifetimes. Such measurements were performed of metastable levels of highly charged ions in the second to microsecond regime. This regime is not accessible by any existing method, such as the beam-foil technique, storage rings, or laser excitation. Our effort succeeded not only to provide lifetime measurements in regimes inaccessible with existing techniques, but also with a much improved accuracy, i.e., with an accuracy below the one-percent level. These measurements provided ultra sensitive tests of relativity and weak configuration-interaction effects on the calculated atomic wave functions.
Our effort to implement novel methods to determine accurate radiative transition probabilities has propelled us to the forefront of this area of research. We are now the record holders in the accuracy with which radiative rates of metastable levels with lifetime less than 1 ms can be measured. This adds to the unique capabilities we developed that makes LLNL the only laboratory in the world capable of measuring radiative lifetime in the femtosecond regime. 
EUV Spectroscopy
The EUV and soft x-ray region from 15-400 Å contains radiation from many charge states of such elements as W and Au important to fusion and ICF. We have opened this wavelength band to scientific scrutiny by implementing two soft x-ray spectrometers that can now produce accurate spectra on demand. To illustrate our new capabilities we reexamined spectral measurements performed on NOVA. Our new data shown in Fig. 4 has three times the accuracy and reveals much better agreement with theory than thought before. 
Polarization Spectroscopy
Developing quantitative techniques for determining the magnetic sublevel populations of excited levels added another dimension to our state-of-the-art spectroscopic repertoire developed during the three years of this LDRD project. Uneven sublevel populations result in polarized lines, and we developed new instrumentation to measure polarization phenomena generated by collisions with directional electrons. The fact that the Livermore EBIT facilities employ an electron beam for exciting the ions in a well-defined geometry makes the facilities ideal for studying line polarization phenomena. Our measurements showed that polarization phenomena can be exploited to provide critical spectral signatures for detecting the presence of a directional electron beam component in plasmas, such as that generated by ultra-short laser pulses. Our measurements tested the details of electron-ion excitation calculations needed to predict polarization effects on spectral diagnostics. They also created a starting point for the design of novel polarization-based diagnostics for highdensity, laser-generated plasmas.
Absolute Wavelength Standards
Two monolithic crystals manufactured from a large silicon crystal block were successfully tested to yield new standards in the x-ray region. Each monolith has two reflecting surfaces that produce a double image of the spectral lines of interest, as shown in the figure. The spacing of the crystalline layers was absolutely calibrated in a comparison with laser frequency standards by our collaborators at the University of Jena, Germany. From the spacing of the double image and the distance between the front and back reflecting surface, absolute x-ray wavelengths were determined for the Lyman-alpha transitions of hydrogenic Si 13+ and Ar 17+ , proving that new x-ray standards can be developed this way. 
Conclusion:
The results of our effort have clearly strengthen LLNL's core competency in the atomic science by creating new enabling technologies that allow unprecedented experimental access to the physics of highly charged ions. The new experimental capabilities are crucial for fully exploiting the highly charged ion capabilities unique to Livermore and for maintaining the Laboratory's lead in atomic physics research, which is a characteristic that distinguishes LLNL from any other DOE laboratory. The results obtained provide the basis for novel atomic diagnostics for high-energy-density plasmas in ICF and weapons physics relevant to science-based stockpile stewardship and for testing atomic theory models underlying many programmatic efforts. Moreover, because of their uniqueness, our results have become a stimulus to atomic theory at LLNL and world wide. 4156-4159 (1999) .
